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WIDE CHOICE POSSIBLE
IN COURSES OFFERED

JUNIOR-SENIOR KEEPS
UP OLOJRADITIONS

Students Urged to Select Subjects in Which They Are
Interested

Banquet Followed by Dance
and Reception Proves to
Be One of The Most
Successful in History
of School
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After sulking in unbecoming grey
for almost the entire week the sun
burst forth in all its glory on last Friday, May 8, to prepare for the night
of the Junior-Senior. The Juniors, as
hosts, entertained the Seniors and the
honored guests on that night with one
of the most brilliant Junior-Seniors
ever given at Clemson. It marked the
culmination of months of painstaking
preparation, the realization of many
dreams, and the aptx of the splendid
feeling exisiting between the Juniors
and the departing Seniors. The juniors
proved themselves, and gloriously.
The cadets and their guests assembled
in front of Main Building at seven
o'clock and filed slowly into the beautiful setting that awaited them. As the
north door of the messhall was entered
one was confronted with a huge tiger
head whose gaping jaws formed an. inviting passage to the joys beyond. This
piece of art was the work of Cadet
Barney Snowden. After passing through
this opening the magnificenct of the
hall stretched revealed. Gay streamers
formed a canopy of dazzling color over
four long parallel rows of tastefully
appointed tables. . On either side, at
periodic intervals, were intrigueing silhouettes against a blackground of soft
lights. These effects, the product of
the ingenuity of Scoop Latimer and
Barney Snowden, pictured cadet life
and ambitions. Hanging between the
tables and overhead were fantastic cubes
covering the lights, each portraying a
subtle effect. In the far end was a
stage setting from whence issued the
soft sweet music of Graham Jackson
and His Seminole Syncopators.
"Red" Fordham, President of the
Junior class, with his decorating committee composed of B. E. B. Snowden,
Ass't chairman, W. B. Martin, W. J.
Neely, J. G. Barnwell, A. U. Priester,
H. H. Gibson, J T. Hills, M. B. Welch,
V. R. Fleming, L. C. Harvin, G. H.
Brigman, T. L. Shippey, M. Thames
and W. M. Latimer, art work, deserve
only the highest commendation for
their fruitful and diligent efforts.
Tom Shippey, Vice-pres. of the
Junior class, introduced the toastmaster,
Col. "Pill" Newman, who in turn introduced "Red" Fordham, who delivered
the address of welcome. The response
for the guests was made by Miss
Elizabeth Howard, of Atlanta and Wilmington, in a charming and personal
manner. For the Senior class Leonard
Swearingen, Pres., responded, and for
the faculty Dr. E. W. Sikes, Pres. of
Clemson College, humourously replied.
A talk by Dr. D. W. Daniel and the
flashing repartee of Dr. Daniel and
Toastmaster 'Newman added greatly to
the occasion. The retiring athletic director, Mr. James J. Gee, made a few
well chosen remarks.
The five course feast was a thing
of rare delight and its very perfection
a tribute to the ability and discrimination of Capt. J. D. Harcombe, whose
cooperation and assistance made the
Banquet a complete success.
As for the beauty of the fair guests
—it can be left unsaid, for fear that
(Continued on page 7)

Many boys completing high school
this year are interestedly and possibly
a little anxiously trying to select a
college suitable to the continuation of
their studies. Clemson College offers
without a doubt as great a diversification of courses as any school in the
South. While primarily Clemson is an
Agricultural and Mechanical college,
this does not mean that she does not
rank among the foremost in other lines
as well. The college has the following
courses to offer: (1) Agriculture, (2)
Arts and Science, (3) Chemistry, (4)
Engineering, (5) Textiles, (6) Summer
School, (7) Graduate Studies.
Clemson, being a "land grant'' college, founded originally and primarily
, for the purpose of improving and stimulating agriculture, naturally offers
agriculture as one of the basic courses.
The courses in Agriculture, supplemented by work in mathematics, English,

First View of College Buildings Approaching from the Greenville and Anderson Highway, j political economy/rural sociology, hisFrom Left to Right: Administration Building, Textile Building, and the Y. M. C. A.
tory,
and the natural sciences, allows
n
:
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° differentation through the first two
year. However, at. the end of the
Sophomore year, a student may elect
to specialize in one of the following
branches: Agornorhy, Animal Husbandry,
Agricultural Chemistry, Dairy
Husbandry, Agricultural
Economics,
Representatives
From
Each Education, Horticulture, Zoology, EntoCongressional District Fav- mology, and Agricultural Engineering.
orably Impressed with Con- All. these branches are taught by experts in their particular field of- enditions at Clemson
deavor, and any student who applies
The State Board of Visitors made himself should graduate with a first
its annual visit to,..'Clemson May 5-6. hand knowledge of all modern scientific
The men who composed the Board methods applicable to any branch of
of Visitors of this year were as fol- Agriculture.
lows: Mr. Cleveland Sanders of RitAlthough Clemson is primarily a
ter, Mr. S. B. Nicholson of Edgefield, scientific school, there is still a place
Mr. Harold Major of Anderson, Mr. for the1 student who seeks a liberal
L. P. Hollis of Greenville, Mr. Roach education. The course in Arts and
Stewart of Lancaster (who was un- Science is recommended for men preable to come) Mr. Horace L. Tilgh- paring for medicine, law, teaching, or
man of Marion and Mr. R. Beverly scientific investigation. It is possible
Herbert of Columbia.
Mr. J. E. for one to complete in two years the
Peurifoy, Chairman of the 193 0 minimum requirements for admission
Board was the hold over member for to 1 a standard medical college. Those
the 1931 Board.
who complete three years of this course
For a number of years it has been and later graduate from a medical colthe custom of the Board of Trustees lege, are awarded a B. S. degree in
of Clemson College, to invite a. re- Arts and Science.
presentative from each of the seven
Clemson also offers a four year
Congressional districts to spend a day course in Chemistry, intended to preor two at Clemson College.
pare the student to engage in manuDuring the period of their visit, facturing operations involving
a
these representatives visited every knowledge of chemistry, or for emdepartment of the institution ibut this ploment as chemists in commercial
was done in no haphazard manner. fertilizer inspection, and for Experiment
They are carried through the college Station or U. S. Government service.
on a definite schedule; and were A student who finishes this course will
shown how each department func- be well equipped tc teach elemental-)
tions and why it is so operated.
chemistry and to pursue advanced work
The Board of Visitors confers with in this line.
the directors of the various departThe Engineering course is divided
ments and with the teachers of these into five branches: Architecture, Civil
departments finding out their needs, Engineering,
Electrical
Engineering,
and requirements. They make a full Mechanical Engineering, and Industrial
report of their findings to the Board Education. All the Engineering courses
of Trustees who in turn publish, a are practically the same for the first
report and present it to the General two years, embracing fundamental subAssembly of South Carolina.
jects such as drawing, shops, physics,
The Board of Visitors missed the etc., along with cultural subjects foiannual parade given in their honor the purpose of broadening the mind.
because of one of Clemson's famous At the beginning of the Junior year
downpours. Although they did not however, one may delve deeper into the
get to see an example of the college's field of his chosen endeavor, electing
military training, the members of such subjects pertaining to his work as
the Board weTe well pleased with, he may desire. The engineering course
the spirit of college in general.
(Continued on page 7)

BEAUTIFUL NEW STYLES J, H. BOULWARE GETS STATE BOARD MAKES
ANNUALVISIT HERE
FELLOWSHIP AWARD
FEATURE FASHION SHOW
Cotton Fabrics Are Becoming Clemson Cadet is Recipient of
Popular in Milady's

Wm. H. Danforth Fellow-

Wardrobe

ship

Miss Doris Hinman,
educational
James Herbert Boulware of Xewspeaker for the Duerne Association of
'berry,
member of the Junior class at
America, conducted an interesting and
Clemson,
because of his all around
informative fashion display of cotton
ability as a student and leader, has
clothing here Monday night.
been awarded a Wm. H. Danforth felSome twenty cotton garments were lowship with privileges of studying
modeled before a large and attentive business in all of its phases at St. Louis
audience. All of them exhibited a soft this summer, followed by two weeks
luster and many were of the sheerest at a camp on Lake Michigan. His
fabric construction. The models were transportation to St. Louis and $300
confined to ladies wear for various for expenses will be paid by the Danoccasions, from strictly formal wear to forth Foundation.
the specially cut sport dress to permit
The fellowship will be for eight
free, easy movement.
weeks, July 13 to September 7, six
Miss Hinman made short remarks weeks in St. Louis and two weeks on
concerning each garment, its design, Lake Michigan. The time in St. Louis
popularity and other features.
will be spent studying problems of
manufacturing, sales, promotion, grain
Several of the young ladies of the
exchanges, stockyards, research laboracampus assisted in the display by acttories, farm experimentation and maning as models. The exhibition was preagement. The camp on Lake. Michisented in cooperation with the Textile
gan will consist of regular outdoor life
Department of this college and the
and courses on Christian leadership,
Woman's Club of Clemson College.
rural community activities and leaderSome of the fashions that were shown
ship, and life of Christ.
come from such manufacturers and
dealers as: Stein & Blaine, William
Boulware is specializing in animal
Bloom, Birke and Birke, Mamie Conti, husbandry and is a member of the
and other famous designers of smart South Carolina chapter of Alpha Zeta,
clothes.
honorary agricultural fraternity.
That these "makers of fashion" are
turning to Durene mercerized cotton
for beauty as well as quality is an encouraging sign for the southern cotton
planter. Cotton has long been used
as a strong, dependable fiber but never
has it come into use for formal wear.
The Durene Association is attempting
to place before the public a sturdy,
reliable, and at the same time beautiful
grade of mercerized cotton.
Speaking in behalf of the importance
of cotton as a fashion factor, Miss

K0I

W. A. Ridgeway of Jordan, a senior in animal husbandry here, received
this award in 1930.

Hinman said, "The Wear Cotton movement now being wholeheartedly
encouraged throughout the southern states
comes at a very opportune moment both
because of the economic importanct t«
cotton growers and the fashion interests
of the well dressed women."
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EDITORIAL

A WORD TO HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
About this time of the school year, there comes to the high
school senior's mind a consideration of the future. The question as to whether or not his education shall be continued is
no longer of great thought, for it is now an accepted fact that
a college education is practically a necessity in any field of
work. The important decisions to make are, "What field of
work shall I prepare myself to enter?", and "What college
will give me the best training for the requirements of my
chosen field?"
It is the purpose of this issue of "The Tiger" to present to
the high school senior a glimpse into the life at Clemson and
the possibilities she offers. Primarily an agricultural and mechanical college, Clemson has won for hersef a reputation as
one of the South's foremost schools in the fields of agriculture,
engineering, textiles, and chemistry. A very complete course
5s offered to meet all pre-medical requirements and is of in
•terest to others who desire a general course in the arts and
sciences. Anyone interested in these fields of work can find
-a desirable course of study at Clemson.
The selection of a college should be made after one has
•definitely decided on his vocation. To become a success, one
^nust do work that brings happiness in the performance, and
af the wrong course is started dissatisfaction is sure to result.
Because of this a student often becomes disconsolate and soon
loses self-confidence. It is true, that in some cases a change
of courses results in good, but this is very infrequent and only
when the change has been made before much time has been
lost with a course that has lost its attraction for the student.
The greatest mark of success that any school can attain
is to be able to point with pride to its graduates. This Clemson can justly do, for it is now a slogan that no matter where
you may go over the whole world you will find a Clemson man.
We find figures in industries of every kind, various fields of
agriculture, and numerous other professions who are loyal
sons of an alma mater of which they can always be proud.

AWARDS ANNOUNCED
IN ARCHITECTURE
The faculty of Architecture has
made

the

following

awards

after

judging the current student work:
Senior

Design:

"An

Whitlaw, N. O. Fourth
Wilson, H. B. Fifth
A Mausoleum
Halsey, M. B. First.
Freshman Design:
"An
Vase."
James, J. F. First
Lyles, W. A. Second
Wylie, A. B. Third
Boggs, H. B. Fourth.

Another of those anonymous letters
with philosophical efforts received from
an "interested" Winthropite this weekend. From among it we gather: "All
girls do not neck, I detest the word
'necking.' There are plenty of innocent
ways that a girl can amuse her date
without resorting to questionable tactics."
There be truth in them thar
words, little gel,—far beyond
your
years. Incidentally, we were discussing
that same subject the other day and
were surprised to find that there were
such a large number of abstainers. The
Y. W. has a large membership, you
know.

"Frankiely, I'm personally obligated
to go," said Shipwreck Kelly in soliciting Col. Munson for a permit to go to
Rock Hill.

A fashion show on the Clemson
campus .... That is indeed a
novelty. And the garments displayed,
ranging from gracefully comfortable
sports costumes to exquisite evening
gowns, made entirely of cotton fabrics,
were made more attractive by the
wearers who were all selected from
local talent. We were both surprised
and encouraged by the beauty of the
display; for never have we seen more
attractive garments made of any material. You see . . . despite the fact
that we appear at times to be a bit
skeptical and that our description of a
display of feminine apparel is yet a
bit crude, it is possible that we see in
our idle dreams someone for whom we
may someday wish to purchase such
garments. But, as a sentimental radio
artist said the other night, "We are
gittin' too commotional; that's all there
are to it."

Although the occasion was one of an
extremely novel nature, the small-town
humor, the childish wit, the outright
rube-ishness which is ever evident when
this student body (and perhaps all
others of

Antique

similar

size)

in the presence of a

are gathered
few strangers,

especially if the gathering includes any
persons of the fairer sex, was exhibited
in its customarily distasteful quality and
quantity.

That same group of students

who always take the elading role in

Entrance

the local picture

Motif."
Long, J. A. First
Lineberger, J. M. Second.
Hipplemeyer, H. A. Third.
Xing, W. W. Fouth
Junior Design "A Renaissance Ceiling."
Howard, A. D. First.
Halsey, M. B. Second
Sharp, F. J. Third

Having been thwarted in their attempt to stage an outdoor May Day
program for the past ten days due to
"inclement" weather, Winthrop students
became desperate and presented the
exposure last Saturday afternoon in
direct defiance to threatening clouds
and the regular week-end weather jinx.
Viewing a program of that nature was
somewhat of a novelty a swell as a
relief to us, accustomed as we are to
boresome parades and monotonous military exhibitions. Our aesthetic senses
being not too well developed, we probably did not receive the same impressions from the different representations that our more artistically inclined
girl friends received, (or were supposed to receive)
From a physical
viewpoint, the spectacle was
highly
satisfactory—in costume as well as
personnel. To quote the thoughtful observation of the blonde on our right,
"Those costumes are awful cute."

show again amused

A man who always agrees with

the crowd with their overabundance oi

others has one of two faults—lazi-

witty remarks, pleasing sounds, and un-

ness

or the

lack of

individuality.

He may be too languid to protest,
or

Last

being

year's lieutenant-colonel Bevill had ap-

He is the type

propriate names for the makers and

we call a "carbon copy man" or a

doers of such; but we aren't jealous,

"yes man."

for he had been in the Navy.

he may

be

afraid

of

As for the dance .... The usual
Junior-Senior, is that there were a
number of "best girls" . . . "Africano"
a jungle tune, as the opening selection
. . . music, warm, barbaric, animated,
rythmical, harmonious, as is manufactured only by the Negro race .... a
delightful second no-break .... stuck
for four dances (poor girl) ,,, intermission (censored) .... return
after intermission . . . several assumptions of the role of orchestra leaders
. . . . self-appointed clown numerous
"Home Sweet Home," despite many
protests ... to barracks and asleep
before the arrival of the inevitable bird,
the hangover.
An unique nickname ,
applied to Ray Gerraty.

"Vul" as

The long-dreamed of "lame duck
week" has now changed it cognomen
to "thesis week."

CLEMSON COLLEGE
COMPETETIVE SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIONS
AT ALL COUNTY SEATS IN SOUTH CAROLINA
FRIDAY, JULY 10, 1931
Scholarships are worth $100 per year and free tuition.
Candidates must

file certificate showing

financial

inability.

Forms may be secured by writing The Registrar.
Probable
Number Vacancies* County
1931-1932

County
Abbeville
Aiken
Allendale
Anderson
Bamberg
Barnwell
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
Charleston
Cherokee
Chester
Chesterfield
Clarendon
Colleton
Darlington
Dillon
Dorchester
Edgefield
Fairfield
Florence
Georgetown
Greenville

,

.

1
It
0
4f
0
0
2t
3t
0
2
2t
1
2
3t
2t
1
2
2t
0
2
0
1
1

Probable
Number Vacancies*
1931-1932

Greenwood
Hampton
Horry
Jasper
Kershaw
Lancaster
Laurens
Lee
Lexington
McCormick
Marion
Marlboro
Newberry
Oconee
Orangeburg
Pickens
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williamsburg
York

T

1
0
0
2t
1
3t
zi
1
3t
if
2
2t
2
]_■$
1
jf
3
it
2
0
3
1
2t

♦Scholarships are good for the Agricultural or Textile courses
only. All vacancies are for the Agricultural course except
those indicated by t.
+One vacancy from this county may be for the Textile course.
November, 1930.

restrained expressions of not too admirable thoughts and emotions.

thought ."queer."

The nineteen-thirty-one Junior-Senior
is now history; and, however much student interest in it is declining, it was
evidently an extremely enjoyable occasion for those who did attend. There
was a large number of seniors and an
even larger number of Juniors who
were not present at the banquet pan
of the program. Perhaps a part of this
significant absence was due to the
greatly bemoaned depression; but it is
very obvious that a number of the absent ones have come to the conclusion
that the occasion is not quite equal to
its expenses.
In fact, we know of
several cadets who took their dates
to the Pruitt Houes at Starr for dinner instead of sitting on backless stools
during a tiresome three-hour banquet
What a gross breach ,'of an
age-old tradition.

Feeling that the college poets of
today, who may be the future leaders in this field as has been proven
by such contemporary poets as Robinson, Millay, or Frost, are not receiving the proper encouragement
or attention, "The Campus Muse,"
of Muhlenberg College,
is offering
$100.00 in prizes for the most outstanding works of college poets in
the United States in 1930-31. Furthermore, arrangements have been
made with a prominent publisher to
have the prize-winning poems, as
well as the most outstanding remaining works, printed in hook form
this summer. Copies of this will be
sent to representative college libraries and metropolitan newspapers for
review just to show the literary
world what the "college muses" can
actually accomplish.
Poems for this contest have been
divided into ten groups; a prize of
ten dollars ($1) in gold is offered
for the best work in each one of the
ten classes.
These groups are as
follows: (1) Life and Living, (2)
Loyalty: to Country or Alma Mater,
(3) Love, (4) Religion, (5) Nature,
(6) Personality, (7) Children, Pets,
and Hobbies, (8) Campus Life, (9)
Humor or Parodies, (10) General
Theme. At the top of each contribution the division into which it is
entered must be stipulated.
There are no particular rules to
the contest.
Manuscripts, however,
must be typewirtten, double-spaced,
on one side of ordinary 8 1-2 x 11
inch sheets of paper.
Each page
must have the name, address, college, and publication in which poem
may have appeared, typewritten in
the upper left-hand corner. Poems
should be sent immediately to THE*
CAMPUS MUSE, Muhlenberg College,
Allentown, Penna., for the contest
closes at midnight, June 1, 1931.
Authors should enclose a list of personal data, prizes they may have
won, campus activities, etc., with the
names and addresses of their hometown newspapers, so that these may
be notifield immediately
if their
contributions Should he awarded a
prize or be accepted for publication.

For Application Blanks or Information Write
THE REGISTRAR,
Clemson College, S. C.
araassiggpsKgig]
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
PROMINENT AT
CLEMSON

'►

Wide Variety of Activities Offer Diversification to Cadets

Thomas G. Clemson, Founder of Clemson
A. & M. College

CLEMSON FOUNDED BY INFORMATION FOR
EMINENT SCIENTIST
CADET CORPS
Bequest of Calhoun Estate AcThe Commandant wishes the cadet
cepted by S. C. General As- cor^s to take note of the following
sembly in 1889; College For- bulletin issued last week.
Bulletin :
mally Opened in 1893
The following information is published for the benefit of the rising SophoClemson Agricultural and Mechani- more, Junior and Senior Classes:—
cal College was founded in 1889 by
Effective September nth all cadets
Thomas G. Clemson as a result of in above classes will be obliged to
wide experience and knowledge of deposit $25.00 with the Treasurer to
conditions of agriculture and me- cover cost of replacement of uniforms.
chanics, and of a desire to help the
b. Each of these cadets will be
ISouth to make itself less dependent obliged to place an order wjth the
upon other states and countries.
clothing officer for the following namClemson was a Pennsylvanian of ed articles of the uniform :—
prominent family; the son of a 1 pair trousers
$9.60
Philadelphia merchant and farmer. 2 grey shirts at 3.46
6.92
Because of his early training in a 1 cap
2.80
Philadelphia chemical laboratory, he 1 cap cover
.35
acquired a liking for chemistry, and
went to Paris to further pursue his
Total
$19.67
studies.
Here he came into per- c. As college does not officially close
sonal contact with some of Europe's until noon June 2d, all members of
noted chemists who were at that the present Freshman and Junior classes
time endeavoring, and successfully, must remain until that date. Each cato apply science to agriculture.
det of these two classes should inform
Not long after
his
return
to his parents at once of this requirement.
America, Clemson married Miss Anna Sophomores who are members of the
Maria Calhoun, daughter of that dis- band, must also remain.
tinguished statesman John C. Cal- d. The rooms in barracks now ochoun.
As an outgrowth of Clem- cupied by the Cadet Regimental Staff,
Commanders
son's knowledge and his desire to Battalion and Company
try out his theories, he moved south and First Sergeants are permanent asand established Canebrake Planta- signments and each new incumbent in
tion in Edgefield district of South office next Septtmber shall occupy the
same room as was occupied by his
Carolina
Clemson believed that agriculture, immediate predecessor.
All cadets composing the new Regias well as other industries, to be e
successful must be scientific.
He mental and Battalion Field and Staff,
seemed to verify his belief while he both commissioned and non-commissionwas in Belgium in connection with ed, ' and all Company Commanders and
the American Legation, for he had First Sergeants will report to the Coma rare opportunity
for
studying mandant at 5:00 P. M., September 1st,
European farm problems and de- TQ3T, for duty with new cadets,
f. Referring to the question of room
velopments.
mates
next September, all cadets must
Upon their return to America,
sign
up
three to a room except the
the Clemsons moved to the Calhoun
plantation at Fort Hill, S. C. three following:—Regimental Field and Staff
fourths of which had been left to Officers, Battalion and Company ComMrs. Clemson by her father.
Here manders and First Sergeants. The exClemson spent the rest of his life cepted cadets are not obliged to have
experimenting with cattle and other more than one room mate.
F. L. Munson,
livestock, and applying the practical
Colonel Infantry (DOL)
knowledge gained from his fatherCommandant.
in law, with his own wide knowledge
and experiences, to the operations
of farming.
(Seeing the need of an "institution
for educating our people in the
sciences,
to
the
end
that
our
agriculture may be improved, our
worn and impoverished soils be reH. W. (Hank) Dorset, '30, recentcuperated, and the great natural resources of the South be developed," ly completed his graduate student
Clemson provided in his will that course with the Westinghouse ElecCompany
a school of higher learning might tric and Manufacturing
be erected upon the old Calhoun and is now stationed with the CenPlantation located at Fort Hill, S. tral Sales Department at headquarters.
Dorset has made a splendid
C.
The state General Assembly re- record with this company during the
ceived Clemson's bequest and in 1889 past year, and is a member of Tau
established a state Agricultural and Beta Pi, professional fraternity.
James A. Graves, '30, Has just
Mechanical college, the bulk of Mr.
his
student
training
Clemson's and all Mrs. Clemson's completed
course
in
Central
Station
Sales.
property being used in the establishment.
The college was formally Graves is also a member of Tau

WITH THE ALUMNI

opened in 1893.

*

Beta Pi.

The societies, clubs, fraternities,
and student publications are some of
the main features of college life at
Clemson.
They furnish that extra
incentive so necessary for arehievement.
Probably the most vital and important among the societies are the
Palmetto and Calhoun literary societies.
One night each week the
men in these organizations come together, where a program is carried
out and the business of the society
is discussed.
Untold advantage is
derived from these meetings-, and
the men are given a through knowledge of parlimentary law together
with an excellent training in public
speaking.
The
college
debating
team is composed of men from these
societies and their successful] work
furnishes ample
evidence
of the
benefits derived.
Among other societies at Clemson we have The American Society
of Civil Engineers, American Society
of Mechanical
Engineers,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, The Gamma Omicron Sigma,
and the Kappa Alpha Sigma. These
organizations represent men of the.
various departments and at their
meetings, topics pertaining to their
courses are discussed. Many interesting speakers are obtained, especially
in the Engineering Department, and these men give latest and
first hand information to the students.
County clubs are well represented
ait Clemson and they furnish excellent opportunities for students to
become acquainted with others from
their county. At the same time, they
encourage interest and loyalty in
the home county.
There are three national honorary
fraternities at Clemson, representing
three departments.
In the Textile
Department we have Phi Psi, while
from the Agricultural and Engineering Departments we have
Alpha
Zeta and Tau Beta Pi respectively.
Men in these fraternities represent
the upper portion of their class in
scholastic standing.
At present there are only two or
three social fraternities at Clemson,
but the number is expected to increase rapidly in the near future
when national recognition is secured.
The Saibre club represents the only
military fraternity at Clemson and
its members are chosen on their
militaristic ability.
Each church has a. student organization where once a week its members come together for a study of
student proolems etc.
Membership
to these organizations is open to
everyone.
The Tiger and Taps are the two
student publication at Clemson. The
Tiger is a weekly paper covering
student activities and to the journalistically inclined it furnishes excellent training. Taps is the college
yearbook and from cover to cover
it represents a year of college life
at Clemson.

PROMINENT SPEAKERS
VISIT TEXTILE DEPT.
Experts Give Lectures and
Demonstrations in Textile
Chemistry and Dyeing
The Clemson College Textile Department has been very fortunate
in
securing some prominent men to ap
pear before the students in the
Chemistry, Rayon, and Dyeing Division to give lectures and practical
demonstrations of the latest discoveries in this field of work.
Dr. Harry B. Marshall of the Ciba
Company recently spent three days

The Clemson Library

ARCHITECTURE COURSE
COLLEGE ACTIVE IN
PLACING GRADUATES IS VERY ATTRACTIVE
All Principles of Art and Construction Are Given AtClemson Men Prominent in All
tention
Fields of Work

Those high school seniors planning
to enter college -next year are doubtless interested in the prospects of a
position that is before them when they
graduate from college. Study at Clemson is designed to give specific training
in the field of Agriculture, Electrical
Mechanical, and Civil Engineering, Textiles, Architecture, Chemistry, Arts and
Science, and Industrial Education.
It
is impossible for the college to guaran
tee
employment to its graduates, but
every assistance possible is given by the
administration and
faculty members.
A number of graduates, for instance the
engineering students, receive positions
with large power and electrical manufacturing companies, where they continue their training in advanced work.
This not only allows these men to receive advanced training at a minimum
cost, but fits them for responsible work
in different companies and organizations
throughout the state.
This thorough
preparation while they are employed, of
our future state industry builders is one
of the greatest advantages of this employment-training system. This method
is also employed in a great number of
fields other than that of engineering.
Failure upon the part of a Celmson
graduate to secure a substantial position
in his chosen line of work is a very
rare occurrence.
The folowing data
will give a fairly accurate idea of the
number of men comprising the 1930
graduating class who have positions.
Course

Major

Number of
Men employed
Agriculture
Agronomy
8
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry
5
Agriculture
Agricultural Chemistry 7
Agriculture
Dairy Husbandry
5
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry and
Dairy husbandry
2
Agriculture
Agricultural Economics 6
Agriculture
Agricultural Education 10
Agriculture
Horticulture
7
Agriculture
Entomology
6
Arts and Science
15
Chemistry
4
Architecture
8
Civil Engineering
23
Electrical Engineering
22
Mechanical Engineering
10
Engineering Industrial Education
12
Textile Engineering
13
Textile Industrial Education
4

here lecturing demonstrating and
printing of
cotton
and
rayon
fabrics.
Dr. Marshal is connected
with the Philadelphia office of the
Ciba Company and has had wide
training and experience in textile
printing.
Mr. John
L. Christ,
Soiithern
Manager of the Calco Chemical Company, lectured on the manufacture
and application of sulfur dyes on
May 1.
Mr. Crist was for many
years manager
of the
Damascue
plant of the former Beaver Chemical
Corporation, now a part of the Calco
Company, and has had wide experience in everp phase of sulfur dyestuffs and dyeing.
He was accompanied 'by Mr. R. E. Summer, Sales
Manager of the Calco Company.

The student who is looking for
a broad, well rounded, cultural course,
one that will prepare him to enter a big
held and successfully compete with
others, will naturally turn to the course
in architecture. The primary aim of
this course is to train young men to become architects and practice the profession of architecture, but if one realizes
he is not endowed with all of the qualities of the successful architect, he can
use this training with success in many
other lines, namely: structural engineering, contractors or builders, building inspectors, estimators, draftsmen, designers, and various other lines of art work
and he should be in a position so that
he will be able to hold one of many
government positions. The building industry is one of the largest in the United States, and since this course prepares you for a job in this line of work,
it covers an immense field and therefore offers a great number of opportunities for employment.
Clemson graduates in Architecture
have been uniformity successful. The
curriculum is very strong and it is
considered one of the best courses in
the South.
Equipped with a strong
faculty and with specially designed
drafting rooms and equipment; each
student receives
frequent
individual
criticism from the instructor so that
his imitiative, individually and imagination, are stimulated and he progresses
as rapidly as he may show ability,
regardless of his classmates. Competition among the students is encouraged
and awards for excellence are published
at the end of each problem.
The curriculum recognizes that the
architect should have a good general
education and wide technical training.
Art and
architecture
underlie
all
branches of industry, not only in buildings: but all products require beauty
of form and color as well as utility.
Every plan of every kind must be developed in the drafting room. The greatest amount of time is given to architectural design in which the student, by
easy steps, learns to design even the
largest buildings, making plans, blue
prints, specifications all ready for the
contractors so he may erect the building.
Freehand drawings
in
pencil,
charcoal, colored crayons and water
colors is very necessary in this and a
good deal of time is given to it.
History of Architecture,
paintings
and sculptures are foundation subjects
in the students training, together with
English, French, Mathematics, Physics,
etc. In order that the building may be
strong as well as beautiful and well
planned, good courses in Building Construction, Strength of materials, etc are
given.
The course
in
Architecture
covers four years and the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Architecture is
given.

Mr. IS. H. Wiliams, technical expert upon naphthols and vat dyes
for the General Dyestuff Corporation
recently spent a full day in lectures
and demonstrations of the AS type
naphthols and vat dyes before the
senior classes of the Textile School.
Special attention was given to the
new Rapidogene colors.
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CLEMSON Y. M. C A.

To the boys who expect to enter
Clemson College next fall the Clemson Y. M. C. A. extends a cordial
welcome. In a very short time another
school year will have passed and Clemson will be preparing to accomodate a
new freshman class. Among the extracurricular activities at Clemson to which
a freshman may turn his
attention
the Y. M. C. A. offers a splendid opportunity for fellowship among the students and for the building of strong
moral character. The activities of the
Y. M. C. A. also offers the opportunity
of broadening the social life of the
cadets. The work of the Y benefits
all the classes, but it is especially to
the freshman class that this organization directs its efforts during the first
part of the school year. The Y work
is in the hand of able secretaries, and
this work is carried on through a student cabinet and the four class councils-.
The boys who are soon to be freshmen are urged to show an interest in
the work »f the Y and to become
members of the Freshman Council if
possible. At any rate it is hoped that
all will affiliate themselves with the
-work of the Y.
There are certain
adjustments which must be made in
the life of any boy entering college,
and these adjustments are made vastly
easier to meet by any interest in some
social and religious activity such as
that of the Y. M. C. A. The Y hopes
to be able to help the freshmen over
the rough spots in their college life
and to assist them in the formation of
a sound philosophy of life. We sincerely
hope that the incoming freshman class
■will take advantage of the opportunities
offered by the Clemson Y. M. C. A.

VESPER SERVICE

.ig was opened with prayer and then
arned over to Dr. Brown, who gave
.11 excellent talk on sex problems. He
jrought the fact that misunderstandng between married people was the
•ause of a number of divorces. After
iis talk, an open discussion was held
in which each member contributed
some thought o rsuggestion.
Such
meetings as these, in which the students discuss real problems with which
they will have to cope in the future,
are the ones which are really worth
while and beneficial.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL TRIP
Saturday morning about nine o'clock
a party of 12 men left Clemson for a
week end visit at Blue Ridge.
The
group arrived in time for lunch. After
this the members resorted to the playing of base ball for sport. That night
they went to Montreat, but later they
returned and sat around the camp fire
holding conversation and telling jokes.
Early Sunday morning they hiked to
High Top, and it was while up here
that they had the closing exercises. A
little after noon the party began the return trip to Clemson.
The trip was
one that stirred the thoughts of every
member of the council. It was a trip
that brightened the atmosphere for the
group by the surroundings, the different relations and the splendid recreation.

With Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff as hostess, the annual birthday meeting of
the Woman's Auxiliary of the Fort
Hill Presbyterian church was held on
Monday afternoon, with the president,
Mrs. M. E. Bradley, presiding. Thirty
members responded to roll call. Miss
Marguerite Doggett conducted a most
interesting program on Africa, with
special reference to the girls school
there and for which school the birthday offering was given. Following the
business and program a social meeting was held and tea and sandwiches
served.
May day was observed at the Calhoun-Clemson school on Friday,, May
1st, all grades in the school taking
part in the activities.
Relay races,
baseball games and numerous contests
were engaged in, and in addition each
grade carried out parts in an attractive
May day program, with singing, dancing, etc. As the last number a number of the little folks danced around
the May pole, weaving fastastic figures.
Following these activities luncheon was
served in the different calss rooms to
all children of the school and their
parents. About three hundred children
and members of their families were
present.
About thirty members of the young
social contingent enjoyed a week-end
mountain trip to Rocky Bottom camp
May 2nd and 3rd, driving up on Saturday afternoon and returning Sunday.
The camp was chaperoned by Mr. and
Mrs. Weir and Mr. and Mrs. Flood
Andrews. Another camping party over
the week-end was composed of the
members of the Hi-Y organization under the leadership of Cadet McDaniel,
who went to the mountains for Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. O. R. Cole and son, Glenn,
of East Orange, 'N. J., are visitors at
the home of Professor and Mrs. R. K.
Eaton and are receiving many social
attentions.
On Wednesday morning

Mrs. Cole was honor guest at the
Wednesday morning bridge club of
which Mrs. Eaton was hostess, and on
Wednesday afternoon seh and Mrs.
Eaton were guests at the meeting of
the Wednesday afternoon book
club
with Mrs. A. B. Bryan. On Friday
Mrs. E. W. Sikes entertained at a
charming luncheon in Mrs. Cole's honor
and Friday afternoon Mr. W. W. Long
fill party in her honor.
Among Clemson people attending the
annual state track meet in Clinton
were Mrs. M. E. Bradley, Misses Elizabeth Bradley and Betty Marshall, Mr.
and Mrs. S. J. Crouch and David
Henry, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Willis entertained sixteen friends at bridge on Wednesday evening. At the conclusion of
the games it was found that Mrs. D.
H. Henry had top score for the evening and was awarded a brass toastingfork. Mr. S. R. Rhodes won consolation and was awarded an appropriate
gift. At a late hour Mrs. Willis served supper.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Hamilton entertained a few congenial friends at
cards on Saturday evening and on
Thursday evening, Dr. and Mrs. R.
O. Feely entertained forty members of
the young social set at cards.
Among club hostesses during the
week were Mrs. D. W. Watkins, hostess for the Tuesday bridge club; Mrs.
R. K. Eaton, hostess for the Wednesday morning club; Mrs. L. W. Milford,
hostess for the book circle of the Woman's club; Mrs. A. B. Bryan, hostess
for the Wednesday afternoon book club
and Mrs. L. F. Searcy, hostess for the
Thursday afternoon club.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Shanklin spent
the past week-end in West Union with
Mrs. Shanklin's sister, Miss Jane Neville.
Tau Beta Pi fraternity was hosi
at a very enjoyable dance in the parish
house on Thursday evening to its members and young ladies of the campus.
Music was furnished by the college
Jungaleers.

SUMMER SESSIONS TO
BE HELD AT CLEMSON
Summer School and Public Service Institutions to Hold
Forth
Because of the numerous activities
conducted by Clemson College during
the summer months, the campus will
by no means be deserted. It is estimated that 2000 people will come
here this summer.
Immediately after
the close of
school in June the judging teams
under the supervision of the SmithHughes Agricultural teachers
will
spend a few days. The summer school
follows on June 9th.
During the
last week of summer school, July
13th to 18th, approximately 175 boys
representing the county short course
scholarship winners, will have a busy
time with the agricultural faculty.
This year for the first time the
Opportunity School, directed by Miss
Wil Lou Gray, will hold forth from
July 23rd to August 22nd. The women students will be quartered in
Barracks 3 and the men students In
Barracks 2.
The county group camps, under
the supervision of the Extension Division, will come to the College from
July 20 th to the 29 th in three groups,
each group spending 3 days.
The
last group of people to visit the College during the summer
vacation
will be the R. F. D. carriers on September 7th.
Contrary to popular opinion, the
College campus continues to be a
busy place after the regular students
leave for the summer. Clemson College is more of a public service
institution of the state of South
Carolina and from year to year its
activities have been reaching more
and more people.

FRESHMAN COUNCIL
Thursday night
after supper
the
Freshman Council met in the Y. M. C.
A. club room for the regular weekly
meeting.
A word of prayer by one
of the boys opened the meeting. The
trip to Blue Ridge on the previous
week-end was discussed and reported
on, all the members declaring they had
really enjoyed it and regretting that
they could not stay longer.
Chester
Cobb then gave a talk on "What Our
Mothers Mean to Us," after which
Mr. G. H. Aull added a few remarks
about Mothers and Mother's Day. The
tenth issue of the High Road, which
was dedicated to Mothers, was read
and discussed.
Copies were given to
men from each Company to distribute.

Last Sunday evening the Vesper services were conducted by a group of
jfivt men from South Carolina University. They gave a very interesting and
■enjoyable program, chiefly on the subject of Mother's Day.
The services were opened with a
•devotional led by Theo Vaughn, and
rafter this they were turned over to the
"Carolina boys. J. J. Brown Jr. acted
' :as leader and introduced the men. J.
ZN. Taylor then gave a piano solo. Short
THE HIGH ROAD
talks were given on the subjects, "The
Place of Mother in the Bible," "InGod could not be everywhere so He
fluence of a Mother," "Why We Have
gave
us MOTHERS
Mother's Day," "Care and Responsibility of a Mother," and "The Place of a God sent the sun to shine above,
He set the stars on high,
Mother in our Lives," The last on the
He made the flowers sweetly bloom
program was another piano solo by J.
And planted great trees nigh;
NT. Taylor.
But for the hearts of those who live
He gave a blessing sweet
Of mother love with all its joys
CABINET MEETING
To make the earth complete.
MOTHER is a woman whose youthThe Cabinet, instead of the regular
ful spirit radiates a fragrance of love
meeting gave a program at G. W. C.
and faith and courage. She is one who
last Thursday night, May 7- They went
faced a big job, squarely and to the
over that afternoon and had dinner.
uttermost, and became victorious. She
A number of boys on the band went
it was who shared responsibility and
over, composing the orchestra.
The
sacrifice with the Supreme that we, her
program was exceedingly
interesting,
children, might have a chance at life.
featured by a number of musical selecMOTHER has faced
danger
as
tions and talks on the different kinds
courageously as any soldier
on the
of development. It was as follows:
battlefield. She has pioneered each for
Prelude
Orchestra
herself and in her own time that new
Introduction
W. W. Fndy
souls might find expression. She has.
Selection by the orchestra
_
..
1
W W Fridav lived her life richly and fully, not by
Devotional
,, ,,
u
acquiring wealth, or fame, or titles, or
B. M. Vaughn
s lo
prestige, but by giving herself to others.
"Mental Development"
G. A. Black
Her life is -a succession, a parade as
"Phvsical Development"
L. O. Bower.
it were, of outpourings into the lives
"Spiritual Development" J. R. Cooper
_ ,
Romain Smith of others.
Solo
Symbols of purity and emblems of
hope are the flowers worn in her
memory and the kind words spoken
JUNIOR COUNCIL
of her, but the lives and deeds of her
children, even ourselves, are the real
The Junior Council enjoyed one of
monuments, the real tests, of the worth
the most interesting meetings last week
of her sacrifice—the accomplishment
£* has been held this *£*£
of her purpose.
every member being present. The meet
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-■ Yi\V-"\\Mother—If you wanted to go
She (at football game)—But oh how
ekating why didn't you come and dirty those players are getting!.
ask me?
Rat—Well, what do you think we
Sammie—Cause I wanted to go. have a scrub team for?
How old is your grandfather?
I don't know, but we have had
him a long time.
Prof.—This exam will be conducted on the honor system. Please sit
three seats apart and in alternate
rows.
Preacher—I shall preach on married life at the morning service and
eternal punishment in the evening.
Farmer's helper—Come
barn and I will show you
milk a cow.
City visitor—Don't you
had better learn how on a

in the
how to
think I
calf?

Dr. Milford—So your nose i»
troubling you?
T. Hamitlon—Yes, I can hardly
talk through it above a whisper.
Customer—I don't like these old
flies in here.
Waiter—Sorry sir there'll b j some
new ones in tomorrow.

A Winter Scene of the Campus

"Paw, where does ink come from?"
"From incubators. Now run on out
"I just left Harold. He's fast asleep." and play with the boys."
"Thats good. He's fearfully slow
awake."
I used to love my girl for the
clothing she wore, but it's all off now.
Fair one—Red Fordham took me
Husband (on finding wife in arms
for a ride to Easley last night.
Fair—That's where you made a of an usher in a nearby theatre) :
"How long has this been going on?"
terrible mistake.
Absent-Minded Usher: "Just ten
Fair one—No, it was at Seneca.
minutes. Plenty of seats in front."
Isn't your chaperone an old prude?
He: "Did you hear about the girl
Prude? Why she wouldn't even go
and
boy who slept together all semeshear a sextet.
ter?"
He: "Sounds interesting—proceed."
Hoot Gibson—I'm in love with one of
He: "Thev were in the same class."
the most beautiful girl's in the world.
She—And I like you, too!
Moe: "Why do they call the dental
office a parlor?"
Not a sound could be heard from
Lar: "That's just another name for
the vitaphone as the beautiful lady a drawing-room."
spoke her mind
Prof—What are you late for today?
C. Moss—For class of course.

STEPPING

Kiggs Hall, One of the Most Complete Engineering Schools in the South

IIMTO A

MODERN

WOKLD

He—What you say we take a spin.
She—All right, old top.

Soph—What is your idea of the
Mandy—I wants to see Mr. D.
world's softest job?
C. Harrell.
Rat—Being the shoemaker for
Office boy—Mr. Harrell is enendurance flyers.
gaged.
Mandy—Go long boy. Ah don't
House mother—When you came want to marry him. Tell him his
home last night, you said you'd been wash lady wants huh money.
to the Grand. Now you say it is
the Metropolitan.
A newspaper in speaking of a
Girl (suspect)—When I came in
deceased citizen said:
last night I could not say MetroWe knew him as Old Ten Percent,
politan.
The more he had the less he
spent;
They call a college professors'
The more he got the less he lent;
meeting a little forget-together.
He's dead—we don't know where
he went—
We hasten to point out that while
But if his soul to heaven is sent,
every man has his wife only the
He will own the harp and charge
ice man has his pick.
'em rent
Auto salesman—Clay Adams just
Gal—So you've seen daddy, .dartried to make me beiieve that he's
ling?
Didn't he behave like a
driven his fliver for two years and
LamlD ?
never paid a cent for repairs. Do
Bo—Absolutely, Every time I
you believe it?
spoke
he said Bah.
Garage man—I'll say I do. I did
the repairs.
Capt. Smith—Do you really think
there is danger in kissing?
Cadet—How long have you been
It—Wait until I see if the folks are
working for this company?
up.
Mill hand—Ever since they started to fire me.
Nat Watson—I'm dying to meet that
brunette you danced with at the Cotton
What do you do when you get
Ball.
sick of a girl's empty conversation?
Frank Crymes—So am I, She took
I give in and take her to a
my watch.
restaurant.
"Joe reads me like a book ."
Holtzy—Do you always practice
"What's that on your neck?"
what you preach?
"Oh that's book mark to show where
L. D. Clayton—I certainly do.
he left off."
Holtzy—Oh, isn't that just too
cute? I hear you're always preach"Why do you think she is so dumb?"
ing about sin.
"She thinks she can tip the scales
to lie about her weight."
Cop—So you are out in the air
(because of the doctor's orders?
Frank Sowell thinks they put bridges
Bob—Yes, I have
just
been
on violins to get the music across."
calling on his daughter.
Sue—What happened to the bunch
of boys from the Clemson Aero Club ?
Sit—Oh, I gave them the air!
"What course is your son taking at
Clemson?"
"The downward course, I'm afraid."

Hopeful—I wonder if it is true
that the length of a boy's arm is equal
to the circumference of a girl's waist?
Hopeless—Let's get a string and
measure it.

'THE THINKER"
. a telephone version
The name Electrical Thinker might be applied to one unit of telephone apparatus.
Technically it is known as a Sender and is
brought into action each time a call is made
in a panel dial central office. By means of
electrical mechanism, it records or "reryembers" the dialed number and routes the call
to the proper line.
The steady expansion of the Bell System

— in volume of calls, number of telephones
and miles of wire — cannot be taken care of
merely by an enlarged use of existing types
of apparatus.
To serve the continually growing telephone
needs of the nation, it will always be the task
of Bell System men to devise, refine, perfect
and manufacture new kinds of equipment
such as The Thinker.

BELL SYSTEM

Foul One—How does it happen that
you never go out with Elmer any more?
Fair One—Mother won't trust her
"Papa said he would kill the first
daughter
with him since she found out
man to kiss me!"
that he's studying salesmanship.
"Well, did he?"

NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM

OF

I NTER-CONNECTING

TELEPHONES
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New Barracks, Home of the Third Battalion

GADETS LIVE UNDER
MILITARYDISGIPLINE
Leadership and Discipline Encouraged Throughout Corps
There are very few high school
seniors in South Carolina wno are not
familiar with those wearers of the
grey, who hail Clemson as their Alma
Mater. They have seen the cadets at
home, at school, on the athletic fitld,
or in the long, straight lines of the
pass-in-review. Yet very few of these
by-standers know of the daily life
of the Tigers of the hills.
Every boy, after having decided on
a certain branch of study is faced with
the problem of selecting the best place
to get it. This branch of study is far
from being the prospective student's
only concern. He is greatly interested
in the life of the boys at the college.
He is eager to learn of the school's
traditions, ideals, and environment. He
sees the graduates of the various colleges, and judges the school by its products.
So, with this point in view
the writer will attempt to give to the
high school seniors of South Carolina
just such information as he should
have liked to have received a few
short years ago.
Clemson offers to its students something that appeals very strongly to the
majority of our leading men, whether
they be interested in law, industry,
medicine, teaching, constructing, farming, or general business. Here we have
reference to military training.
The
benefits derived from four years of
closely supervised military training are
legion. It would be. a task to attempt
to give the many advantages, but we
consider it of far more than passing
interest to discuss a few of the more
outstanding ones. While in the very
flower of young manhood the student
receives that lesson that is to be of
paramount importance throughout his
life. That lesson is the value of discipline. No man is capable of leading
men until he knows what it is to be
led. Likewise, no man is capable of
giving orders until he can take orders.
It is the aim of every man who comes
to Clemson to be a leader. After four
years of disciplinary life, he is ready
to take his place in the world as one
who knows how to give and take. The
man who hasn't learned the meaning
of obedience, has a rough road to travel
At Clemson, he learns to take commands
and to execute them speedily and accurately. We would not have the prospective student think that life at Clemson is just one long period of receiving
commands. There is another side of
military training that appeals to every
red-blooded American.
That is the
recognition received for work well
done. Every man at Clemson dresses
alike and is treated alike. It is only
through hard, conscientious WOEJC that
a wearer of the grey can make himself outstanding. He doesn't have the
"fine feathers" to make himself conspicious. He must produce the goods
at Clemson, just as he must in later
life if he is to receive recognition. The
military department, through means of
ranking, which is shown by chevrons,
rewards the efficient members. If there
is any doubt as to a man possessing
the ability of leadership, military training is the surest means of finding out.
Then, too, if a student proves himself

to be an apt scholar and phisically fit,
he receives compensation from the
government during
his junior
and
senior years. Many students are enabled through this pay to continue their
study at Clemson.
Thus far we have said very little
or nothing concerning the life of the
students in barracks. It is in barracks
that the student has his first real chance
to test his ability to get along with
people. Here the boys learn the real
principles of friendship. It has been
truly said that there is a spirit of
brotherhood found at Clemson that is
seldom found at other institutions. The.
reason is evident. Clemson is democratic. We do not have to cope with
the devastating influences of politics,
which are so much in evidence at many
of our colleges and universities.
At
Clemson, a man has to do more than
talk about what he has done; he must
continue to do work of high caliber.
Clemson is also proud of her freedom
from the pollution of social fraternities,
the majority of which tend to build
up a close feeling of brotherhood in a
limited group, thereby placing themselves at a tangent with the rest of the
school.
Clemson has none of thi:>
Very few strangers have left Clemson
without some words of praise for the
evident flow of friendship.
Another item in the life of the cadets is that of regularity.
The admirable trait of promptness is inculcated
into the life of every Clemson man.
The men who are forging ahead and
have forged ahead have been minute
men—always on time. The regularity
with which the cadets receive their
meals is also an item of no mean
importance.
There is a spirit of self respect and
confidence that comes to the student
after years of preparation. By this self
respect, we would not imply haughtiness in the least degree, but that feeling
that comes only after having worked
and accomplished something that is
worth while. A man can not lead men
when he doubts his own ability. We
would not have him "cocksure," but
rather, confident. This feeling grows
in the cadet in the class room and
on the drill field.
We have not said anything concerning the many ways in which the student spends his spare time.
Other
writers are to tell you of the famous
Tiger teams, of the swooping Yellow
Peril, and the bearers of the Purple
and Gold to victory. Still other writers
will tell you of the many worth while
clubs, publications, societies, etc.
After our brief chat, for that is
what the writer has tried to make it,
we hope that you will better understand the many things that Clemson
stands for every time you see the
wearers of the grey, and that you
some dav might also be a wearer of it.

ODD
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From Absurdity to Profundity
By Claude Seawright

Socrates—or at least one of the
Greek philosophers of his day Is
credited with being one of the first
to ohserve that the youth of his
day was "going to the dogs." Some
one remarks that he may have been
right, and youth may he "going to
the dogs" today; but if it has been
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The Regiment Formed for A Parade
going all this time since then, it
ought to be almost in the kennel
by now.
There is a certain figure used
In psychology classes to illustrate
illusions that when looked at from
one end appears to be a duck, and
when viewed from the other end,
it is unmistakably a rabbit. What
was the bill 'becomes tlie ear. Clearly it can not be both, out which
is it? At the scene of an automobile wreck, when the accident is
being recounted, one witness says
"rabbit," and another says "duck."
We are prone to call one of them
a liar. They both may think that
they are right.
It all depends
upon how you look at it.

Unusual opportunities tor men who wish to enter
the life insurance field
Old line insurance with low cost guaranteed—
not estimated

SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSDRANCE CO.
Organized

C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Building

A girl often finds her "boy
friend" much like a good, gentle
horse: he stands
without
being
hitched.
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Greenville, S. C

of

K^he ^Jraduaie
in ^1 Lew aJJork
^DHE PARKSIDE provides a
residence where young men
and women of refinement and
good taste see about them
others of their own kind and only their
own kind. Rooms have the inviting

Personal
qualities—the
misfortune of Hector; the treachery of
Sinon; the friendliness of Buryalus,
and the liberality of Alexander.

Plants do not breathe in carbon
dioxide.
They "breathe" oxygen
and give off carbon dioxide.
They
do absorb large quantities of carbon dioxide, but they do not breathe
it ■ they use it in the process of
photo-synthesis, the synthetic production of plant foods. Pure oxygen is liberated in this process.

.-:-

Capital, Surplus and Reserves for protection
policyholders over four million dollars.

There are three kinds of cranlums; those like a cabbage, those
like a sponge, and those like a sieve.
A cabbage head neither absorbs
nor gives out anything.
A sponge
head absorbs to the limit of its
capacity, and will give out what
was put in—no more, no less. The
sieve head is selective.
It does
not clutter up itself with non-essentials.
It picks out from a large
mass that which is important and
retains that alone.

"The second child loves to hear
the crashing of thrones."
How
sweet it is to see the older brother
or sister in trouble. What an insidious thing to envy.
Even we
grown-ups must keep our shares
of critical self-appraisal ready for
"nipping" this fault "in the bud''.
Of course you remembei the wellknown example of a mixed figure
of speech: "I smell a rat, and I
propose to nip him in the bud"

1905

air of a charming guest suite in a private home. Excellent food. Pent House,
reception rooms, and solarium for use of
guests. A socially correct address. OppoRooms $15 to
$22.50 Weekly

site Gramercy Park. References required.
Write for folder C.

TpFie Park^ide
Eighteen QramercifPark^
SOUTH

^_^s^

Corner East 20th Street and Irving Place
NEW YORK CITY

NOTICE
JUNIOR R. 0. T. G. MEN
I AM SELLING MERCHANDISE ON YOUR JUNE
CHECK AT CAMP.

The literalist wants to hear cowbells in his music.
He must hear
the clatter of horses hoofs, the
blasts of steam whistles, and the
noise of ballyhoos, because these
mean something definite.
To tne
real music lover these things are
anathema because they tell him
nothing of .the greater tbings he
wishes to know. Music is appealing because
it is universal
in
character. All of us like sad music
(as well as the gay tripping) because we can feel the sadness itself.
We are not reminded of a particular kind of sorrow that is associated
with a definite experience. For we
feel sorrow and sadness itself.

NOW
Is the chance you have been waiting for.
Pay laterShoes—Shirts—Hosiery—Ties—Underwear—Clothes

HOKE SLOAN
GENTS' FURNISHING
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PROMINENT LEADERS
ON CLEMSON FACULTY
All

Departments Have

Capa-

ble Heads With Well
Trained Instructors
Probably no college or University in
the country can boast of a faculty that
is more efficient, competent, diligent, or
better prepared than can Clemson. From
all over the world they have gained
the cosmopolitan knowledge that is so
essential this day and time to fully
prepare young men for their world's
work.
Too much can not be said for the
illustrious President; Dr. E. W. Sikes,
himself having taken a Masters degree
at Wake Forest and his Doctor's at
John Hopkins Universities. Having been
active in an executive position in several
colleges for over thirty years, he knows
students well, and is most
capable
and responsible in his present position.
The boys at Clemson have never wanted
a friend when he was on the campus,
and above all he is great enough, that
in his position he knows, probably,
more boys in the corps by name, than
any single cadet in the institution.
Heading the Agricultural Department
is Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, B. S., and
PhD. from the University of Chicago.
Dr. Calhoun has been actively engaged
in responsible positions as one of the
leading authorities on Agricultural matters for almost thirty years, and at the
present stands as one of the most successful agricultural,
geological,
and
mineralogical scientists in the South.
He has helped put this department on
a level that is surpassed by none in
the world, and one may rest assured
that a Clemson graduate in Agriculture goes into the world with training
that is second to none.
Heading the Arts and Science Department is Dr. D. W. Daniel, graduate
of four colleges and universities having received his M. A. and Dr. Litt.
at Vanderbilt and Wofford. Dr. Daniel
is a prominent figure in the South and
is ranked as perhaps the best public
speaker in this section of the country.
He has maneuvered so as to arrange
in every course offered at this college
at least three years of English and
Literature.
To our knowledge there
is no other school in the United States
that gives to its students of science
and mechanics such a thorough training in this phase of curriculum.
In Prof. S. B. Earle, head of the
Engineering Department, Clemson has
a professor that has been directly connected with both the practical and
theoretical sides of engineering since
1899. Mr. Earle has had special courses
under the General Electric Company for
many years, and is probably the most
closely connected instructor that will
be found, that chooses teaching to the
executive position in the business world.
Clemson students are, and will always,
be in demand by the leading industries
of the world.
Dr. R. N. Brackett has been connected with the Chemistry department since
the school has been founded. As the
head of the department he now has
gathered around him one of the most
efficient and learned faculties that has
ever existed in one college. Dr. F. H.
Pollard is a world wide authority on
the subject of colloids.
Prof. H. H. Willis and Dr. C. E.
Multin heading the Textile and Textile
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Chemistry departments are indeed as
efficient and capable as any school
could demand. Textile engineering students usually step from Clemson into
responsible positions and with a training that has covered every field of
iheir science.
Dr. Mullin has made
Clemson above all colleges in the United
States in the fact that this department
is the only one that can offer, in conjunction with the University of Nancy
(France), a Dr. Sc. degree in this field.
Coming to us this year as head
coach we have Jess Neely, for several
years Wallace Wade's right hand man.
He needs no other recommendation
than that he is from Alabama, and is
known over the United States as figuring greatly in the successes of the famous Crimson Tide.
Direct control and supervision is
placed in the hands of Col. F. L. Munson. As one of the most efficient and
valued officers in our army, Colonel
Munson has, since he became commandant, given to Clemson the highest
military rating in the War Department
records for this school. Too much
credit cannot be paid him for diligence
and ability.
All in all the Clemson faculty numbers well over one hundred and fifty,
all men of sterling qualities and fitted
almost perfectly to engage in this profession. Any student seeking to make
a selection of a college, or any parent
doing likewise will find here, capable
leadership and instruction that
will
carry through all the life of the student and make him love and appreciate
the real Clemson, in its true greatness,
as only those who have gone through
its portals can.
CHOICE POSSIBLE
IN COURSE OFFERED
(Continued from page 1)
enjoys a nation wide reputation for excellency, and Clemson engineers are always in demand upon graduation by
large concerns.
The Textile Course is also divided
into several departments: Textile Engineering, Textile Industrial Education,
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing, Weaving and Designing, and Yarn Manufacturing.
Besides these four year courses, a
student if he so desires, may take a
special two year course in Textiles
which is highly recommended for any
one not contemplating completion of
a four year course.
The course in
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing has the
reputation of being one of the foremost
to be found anywhere in the United
States. A student, if he so desires, may
continue his work in Textile Chemistry
at Clemson after graduation, and even
may go so far as to secure a doctor's
degree in this subject through a special
arrangement with the University of
Nancy, in France.
As to Summer School, short courses
are offered during the months of June
and July to teachers, cotton graders,
agricultural club boys, and college students. Nominal rates are charged and
many students each summer take advantage of this opportunity.
The four years of undergraduate
work in college is of necessity planned
to cover a rather broad general field.
Tn these years the student finds himself
and lays the foundation for his chosen
profession.
For students of marked
abilitv, and. who desire more technical
training in special lines of work, the
Graduate Studies offer this opportunity.
Master of Science degrees are offered
n Education, Horticulture,
Zoology,

Entomology, and Textile Chemistry and
Dyeing.
This is only the merest outline of
what Clemson has to offer in the way
of courses, and anyone desiring more
specific information, may obtain same
by writing to the Registrar of the college.
JUNIOR-SENIOR KEEPS
UP OLD TRADITIONS
(Continued from page 1)
an injustice be committed. That they
were lovely there is no shadow of
a doubt and their charm a quality to
be taken for granted.
In response to the beautiful gesture
of the Juniors in their banquet to the
Seniors the Seniors replied magnificently. Their response was the JuniorSenior dance which took place in the
house immediately after the banquet.
This affair was only superseded in loveliness by the banquet itself and was a
thing of which the Seniors should be
justly proud.
The immense gym was decorated
tastefully with colored crepe paper and
sweet wild shrubbery. A design was
wrought in paper strips that successfully imitated a graceful lattice-work
fence which encircled the entire dance
floor. Above the swaying dancers were
four parallel rows of colored lights
whose dim incandenscence stretched in
kaledidoscopic array from one end of
the great floor to the other.
Music was created by Graham Jackson and His Seminole
Syncopators,
whose entrancing melody featured the
banquet. Six no-break waltzes punctured the evening's entertainment and it
was not 'till three-thirty in the early
morn that the dancers saw fit to bring

the glamourous night to a close.
This dance was sponsored by the
Senior dancing Club whose officers are
Charlie Taggart, Pres.; Ben Crawford,
Vice-pres.; and S. T. McDowell, Sec.
treas.
For those who did not care to dance

a delightful reception was given in the
Y. M. C. A. to the cadets and their
lady friends. As heretofore this affair,
resplendent with extravagant decorations and replete with entertainment
galore (including a motion picture play)
furnished much joy to all attending.

a late date
The most popular readyto-eat cereals served in
American colleges are
made by Kellogg in Battle
Creek. They include ALLBRAN, Corn Flakes, Rice
Krispiest, Wheat Krumbles
and Kellogg's WHOLE
WHEAT Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag Coffee — the
coffee that lets you sleep.

WHAT better treat is there late
in the evening than a heaping
bowl of the peppy cereal—
Kellogg's PEP Bran Flakes!
They do not interfere with
sleep, for they are light and
easily digested. Yet you get the
nourishment of whole wheat,
just a healthful amount of bran,
and the famous flavor of PEP.
Made by Kellogg in Battle
Creek. In the red-and-green
package.

BRAN

FLAKES

WIDE

Out of loss..
...a gain
Cf *
FT
rrom
alifornia
to New Haven
... the FAVORITE

pipe tobacco of
college men is —
WHEREVER college men
pause to load their pipes
you'll see the familiar blue tin of
Edeeworth!
At California, at Yale, at Williams
and Cornell ... in America's leading colleges and universities you
will find Edgeworth the favorite
smoking tobacco of the college man.
College men everywhere respond
to the appeal of pipes—packed with
°ool, slow-burning Edgeworth. Be
guided by their choice. Try Edgeworth yourself. Taste its rich natural savor that is enhanced immeasurably by Edgeworth's distinctive eleventh process.
You will find Edgeworth at your
nearest tobacco shop—150 the tin.
Or, for generous free sample, address Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d
St., Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend
of fine old burleys,
"with its natural savor
enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
eleventh process.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
— " Ready-Rubbed "
and "Plug Slice." All
sizes, 15«i pocket
package to pound
humidor tin.

The Field House, The First Unit of Clemson's
Proposed Athletic Plant

When the great war placed an embargo
on imports from the Central Powers,
American industry found itself deprived
of many necessary products. Among them
the standard asbestos sheet packing then
in general use.
A substitute had to be found. Accordingly Crane Co. procured every sheet
packing that could be obtained. Using
the old one as a basis of comparison, not
one was found which could equal its tensile strength, compressive strength, or
heat resistance.
So the best American sheet was chosen
and its manufacturer called in. Experiment after experiment was made until a
sheet was produced that not only equalled
but surpassed the imported product. It
was named Cranite.
The story of Cranite is typical. For 76
• years Crane Co. has striven unceasingly
to produce and sell only materials of the
highest quality. When progress calls for
entirely new materials, our engineers are
never satisfied until they have made that
product or that substitute surpassingly
fine. When in practicing the branch of
engineering you are now studying, some
piping problem arises, bring it to Crane
Co. You will find just such co-operation.

iCRAN El
PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONiPOL
STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET

Branches and Sales Offices its Two Hundred Cities
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TRACKMEN DEFEAT FURMAN

SPORTS

FURMAN LOSES MEET
TO TIGER TRACKMEN

DRIBLET
DOPE
tP

SPORTS
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Good Time is Made in AH
Events In Spite of Wet
Track

^'bmPWI^LCKJ(ELLY
THE COACHING SITUATION

With the passing of Josh Cody, Jess Neely came to Clemson. Neely had been Wade's assistant at Alabama for several
successful seasons, and if past performances mean anything
then Clemson is headed for a winning year in 1931. Jess has
made several changes in the coaching staff, bringing with him
Howard from Alabama and Divis, who starred at Southwestern. The new mentor will also hold the reigns of baseball, and
he has had a great deal of success with this year's outfit.
Bob Jones, who aided Cody with
this year's basketball team, will probably have the aggregation under his
control. Basket ball like boxing,' suffered from the meningitis, game after
game and meet after meet being cancelled because of this disease. However the present conditions point to a
bright future in these sports.
Jules Carson, with the successful season behind him and with a wealth of
promising freshmen available for the
varsity should turn out a champion
track team. Several stars will be lost
by graduation; men like Lineberger,
Coin and Cannon will be hard to replace, but rising luminaries from the
championship freshman squads make
next years prospects look rosier.
BRIGHT SPOTS
With the year at an end and with
a string of memories behind, there are
several that stand out. The win from
Carolina. The Newberry farce. Frank
Sowell's performance at Furman. The
clouds of defeat darkened Manly Field;
the. Tiger was down. It was the last
quarter; the score 7 to 6, the stage was
set. Furman kicked and Sowell caught
the ball in midfield, and the moment
for which he had waited four years
came. He took it on the run and was
never stopped until he scored the winning touch down. There have been
other backs, Granges, Thorpes, McMillians, but to our notion Sowell's performance eclipsed all those legendary
heroes.
Then there was the state wide recognition of "Skipper" Sally's worth when
the Jacobs Trophy was awarded him
for the best blocking of the season.
To refer again to Grange he had the
bulky Earl Britton paving the way,
smashing would be tackier. That was
what Skip did, sacrificed his chances
for long thrilling dashes to run interference, to mow down the opposition
so they could score the touch downs.
Skip has the Clemson spirit; the desire
to give all for the team and the school.
And "Mink" Lineberger ran a gerat
race at Clinton where he set a new
mark in the mile. This new record
brought his total to two as he had the
previous year broken the half mile. He
has been a consistant winner all season, taking both events in practically
all meets.
SWIMMING

The prospects for next year shed
considerable light in the gloom of the
present, although Captain Crutchfield
Bozeman, Jarrard will be lost by gradution.
Those remaining to carry on,
Fisher, Gilland, Hyde and Rollins, will
be reinforced by the addition of several
promising rats. These freshmen who
will probably earn berths on the team
are Van De Erve, Hugh Nash and Ted
Simmons.
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The annual Furman-Clemson track
tilt, came off in Greenville, on Thursday afternoon, April 7th. The men on
both squads imagined themselves mudhorses, and put up a comparatively fast
track meet. The Tiger squad seemed
to be better in the mud-slinging game
than Furman, and came off with the
big end of an 82 1-2 to 48 1-2 score.
Several of the events were clocked in
mighty fast time, despite the heavy
track. Armstrong
took the
100-yd.
dash from Lyles Alley who last week
led the entire state race, with a time
of 10 flat.
"Mink" Lineberger came
through with his usual stellar performance, doing some mighty fine work
in the mile and in the relay. His time
for the mile was clocked at 4 minutes
48.9 seconds, which is wonderfully fast
time for the soaked track he was performing on.- . ,
Clemson won 10 first places and
Furman four, and in one event each

niivEQteam

was credited with ties for first

It AW! MAMlOand second places.
The Tigers got
seven second places and Furman got

IMPRF^IVF RFRnRD' ix Gc,ns,m was credited with seven
IILOUl ¥ L I1L.UUI1U third places and Furman with six. Alley
Only Two Games Lost to South
Carolina Teams
The following four-year record shows
how Clemson has been consistently improving under Josh Cody's guidance.
In four years, Clemson has lost two
games to South Carolina teams. Out
of 41 games played, Clemson has won
29, lost only 11, and tied one.
1927
o—Presbyterian College e
3—Auburn 0
6—N; C. State 18
26—Erskine 6
7—Wofford o
20—Carolina o
o—Georgia 32
0—Furman 28
13—Citadel o
1928
30—Newberry o
6—Davidson o
6—Auburn 0
7—N. C. State o
52—Erskine o
32—Carolina o
7—Mississippi 26
12—V. M. I. o
6—Florida 27
27—Furman 12
7—Citadel 12
1929
68—Newberry 0
32—Davidson 14
26—Auburn 7
26—N. C. State o
30—Wofford o
2T—Carolina 14
6—Kentucky 44
0—V. M. I. 12
7—Florida 13
13—Citadel o
7—Furman 6
1930
28—P. C. 7
32—Wofford o
13—Citadel 7
27—N. C. State o
75—Newberry 0
20—Carolina 7
o—Tennessee 27
32—V. M. I. o
0—Florida 27
12—Furman 7

No longer is the contents of the Y
pool wipped to a white foam as the
swimmers engage in their daily practice. The swimming season is now a
thing of the past. The season viewed
as a whole was a complete failure due
more to lack of training more than
any other factor, although the swimmers were pitted against teams from
the larger institutions in the Conference.
Institutions which if scheduled in any
other branch of sport would be stepping considerably out of our class.
The ancient game of dice has
The brightest spot in the whole season was Clemsons performance against taken on ne-w dignity. Those ivory
the cream of the crop in the Southern cubes over -which odd numbers ana
Conference meet.
There Fisker and magical phrases are spoken have
Rollins both earned second place in come to be kno^m as "galloping
their specialties; and the Tigers finished dominoes," and the game itself has
been renamed "African Golf."
fourth.

took the 220 yard dash, took second
place in the 100 yard dash, and tied
Whitmire for first in the 220 low hurdles. This performance made him high
scorer of the meet with 12 points. Gordon Pearson of Furman was second
high scorer with 8 points. No Clemson man is credited with over 5 points,
since Coach Carson limited the performances of each man due to the fact
that he had a full team and had to
use very few men twice.
The summaries of events follow:
100 yard dash: Armstrong, Clemson,
first; Alley, Furman, second; Witchner,
Furman third. Time, 10 seconds.
Mile run: Lineberger, Clemson, first;
Pearson, Furman, second; Webb, Clemson, third. Time, 4 minutes, 48.9 seconds.
220-yard dash : Alley, Furman, first;
Rivers, Clemson, second; Witchner,
Furman, third. Time, 23.9 seconds.
120 high hurdles: Blakeney, Clemson,
first; Wood, Furman, second; Rhodes,
Furman, third. Time, 16.1 seconds.
440-yard dash: Kitchen,
Clemson,
first; Adams, Clemson, second; Ohlsen,
Furman, third. Time, 54.1 seconds.
Two mile run: Boulware, Clemson
first; Ellis. Clemson, second; Cannon,
Clemson, third. Time, 11 minutes, 34
second.
220-yard low hurdles: Alley, Furman,
and Whitmire, Clemson, tied for first;
Hicks, Clemson, third. Time, 27.3 seconds.
880-yard run: Pearson, Furman, first
Martin, Clemson,
second;
Hogarth,
Clemson, third. Time, 2 minutes, 11
seconds.
Shot put: T. Carson, Furman, first;
Vance, Clemson, second; Ohlsen, Furman, third. Distance, 40 feet, 2 1-2
inches.
Discus. Coin, Clemson, first; Peden,
Furman, second; T. Carson, Furman,
third. Distance, 117 feet, 6 inches.
Javelin: Wilson, Clemson, first; Harrell, Furman, second, Patterson, Clemson, third. Distance, 151 feet, 7 inches.
High jump: Craig, Clemson, first;
Wood, Furman, second;
E. Carson,
Furman, and Tribble,, Clemson, tied for
third. Height, 5 feet, 6 inches.
Broad jump: Griffin, Furman, first;
Justus, Clemson, second; Vance, Clemson, third. Distance, 20 feet, 8 1-2
inches.
Pole vault: Smith, Ferguson
and
Powell, all of Clemosn, tied for first.
Height, 10 feet.
Relay: Clemson first.

Clemson's New Coaching Staff. Top, Jess Neely, Head Coach
and Director of Athletics; and Below from left to right, His
Assistants, Joe Davis, Frank Howard, and Bob Jones
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